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Perfect for pre-schoolers, this board book version of the popular Milet Picture Dictionary features

similar vibrant artwork in a simpler format for younger children.
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Age Range: 1 - 4 years

Grade Level: Preschool and up

Really cute book that itemizes objects in different rooms (bedroom, kitchen, etc). Its like a dictonary

with cartoon drawings of objects, but clearly stated lables in both english and italian. A very colorful

board book for babies, which is easy to grasp. Not quite a mini-book but sort of big for my 6 month

old to handle by herself but she seems to like the colors. Would certainly recommend to start

building a bilingual future!

It is as described - beautiful colors, pictures, easy to understand even for the littlest. My 18 month

old loves looking at it.

I am trying to teach my now 10 month old grandson to speak Italian (renewing my own knowledge of

the languare as well) and this little book is a perfect first picture dictionary. It is nicely sized for little

hands. The pictures are delightful and nicely categorized. It is wonderful to have both the English

and Italian words. Anyone in my household can use it with or without Italian. It is hard to find good



quality bilingual "tools" for teaching. (Thank you  for making quite a nice selection of items

available!) This picture dictionary is definitely a winner.

We speak Italian at home but to actually see the objects and see the words together made it all

easier for my daughter to recognize and it really is a wonderful little book easy to carry pop it in a

bag and it keeps her busy as she learns another language

Pictures are well done and grab the baby's attention. It's small and easy to hold in your hand - I love

the hard pages rather then paper pages. Translations are great.
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